
May 6, 2017 
Present: Jean, Micki, Maureen, Sue, Becky, Annie 
 
The initial discussion was on our actual focus on immigration.   
Most following the local news had seen several recent talks and programs.  The group decided that other 
organizations have had great events on immigration that maybe we could have connected with.   
With all the national news and uncertainty since January, immigration seems to be well covered; there is lots of 
energy and groups working on that.  We could mention our LWV affiliation, and pitch in or at least attend.  
Working with these existing groups is good coalition building. Get out in community and work with other 
groups.  Grassroots work is critical 
 
The group’s initial thinking was that it is discouraging to have such a small response.  But no one has time to 
meet more often and several members have been away, had surgery and/or been ill.  Members have been 
frustrated that we haven’t been able to host an event.  But, after much discussion, we decided it is good to 
continue meeting, even with a small group.  Spending time together builds energy and interest and it is good to 
brainstorm possibilities and ideas.  Agreement reached among the group to continue meeting.  Marie has 
mentioned “feeder system”, wherever we can help, we can help. 
 
However, Micki will send this question to Marie:  
Is it possible we have too many local committees with too few people?  Is there wisdom in combining one or 
more committees to be more effective? 
 
Suggestion for new focus: 
 
Corrections is already a League issue 
 
New topic: Local Action, Women’s Issues-general name at this point, perhaps focus on prison issues 
 
Jean has book group studying in women’s prison issues 
This is an issue in which they were hoping the FC League would be interested in getting involved. 
Women arrested in Franklin County are transported to Chickopee, no closer women’s facility 
 
Arrested women need basics, clothes, toothpaste, etc. They are taken to jail with what they are wearing at the 
moment and arraigned in such.  Women can’t get home to see their children before they get taken to 
Chicopee. Women lose their children immediately whether they’re found guilty or innocent, once they’re 
arrested and incarcerated for lack of bail.  DCF records, once created, always remain. 
 
A majority, or a large percentage, is comprised of immigrant women.  Also relative to immigration interest: bail 
is an issue for underage arrested immigrants, who aren’t even allowed a lawyer. 
 
Questions to consider: 
Should there even be a bail system?  Affects only poor people, rich just post bail.  Money is needed for bail for 
women.   
Is there a way to eliminate bail?    
Very complicated to post bail and then retrieve the money.  Maureen mentioned that if Lucinda Brown were 
here, she could help, she is in charge of a “Reinventing Justice” program in local jail.    
 
 
Jean’s friend, who is experienced with this topic, might come to speak to us at next meeting to see what we 
could do. Research has started on what is possible.   
 
Jean will find when speaker can come and Micki will send Doodle poll for meeting times and dates for the 
prison discussion. 
 
 
 



Other issues of interest discussed/brainstormed: 
1. Restricting money to politicians.   
Huge issue involved in so many other areas, prevents reform in other areas.  Keeping focus local, our local 
politicians should be accountable for where they get money.  
If we could change funding method locally, it would be something.  Bernie Sanders raised his money from 
people, not corporations. 
 
2. Are there private prisons in Mass? 
 
3. How do we proceed? Our congressmen are really good.   
 
4. Midterms coming, Democrats are scrambling for candidates  
 
5. Becky mentioned Emily’s List for political action 
 
6. Go back to mother ship. Look for deficits, where can we fill in, help out 
 
7. Rehab is different now than in past because of drugs used, rehab time is not enough 
 
8. Annie approached by West Springfield Vet Center approached her to do therapeutic riding program for 
veterans, victims of sexual abuse, lots of programs, they do a good job for their people 
 
9. Someone trying to pass a law that anyone can have a concealed weapon anytime. 
 
10. Karen Price would be happy for new members on State Immigration committee 


